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The random graphs G(n, Pr(edge)= p), G(n, *edges=M) at the critical range
p=(1+*n&13)n and M=(n2)(1+*n&13) are studied. The limiting distribution
of the largest component size is determined.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION AND THE RESULTS
The Erdo sRe nyi random graph G(n, M) is defined as the sample space
of all ( NM), (N=(
n
2)), graphs on the vertex set [n] with M edges, endowed
with the uniform distribution. Its Bernoulli-type counterpart G(n, p) is
defined as the sample space of all 2N graphs with the probability measure
under which a pair [i, j], 1i{ jn is an edge with a given probability
p, independently of all other pairs of vertices. Generally, two models are
known to exhibit a similar asymptotic behavior if M is asymptotic to pN,
the expected number of edges in G(n, p), and the standard deviation of that
number is negligible compared to pN. Erdo s and Re nyi pioneered the study
of G(n, M) in 1960 [11]. That paper contained an amazing wealth of
asymptotic results for various graph characteristics. Perhaps the most
thought- provoking was the discovery of a so-called ‘‘double-jump’’ phe-
nomenon: the size of the largest component was shown to be, in prob-
ability, of order log n, or n23, or n, dependent on whether the average
vertex degree was less than, or close to, or more than 1. A decade later
Stepanov proved analogous statements for the graph G(n, p), [27, 28],
working ‘‘from scratch’’ and ignoring, or perhaps not being aware of, a
possibility to base his proofs on the results in [11] and the intimate con-
nection between two models that we mentioned above. However, the near-
critical stage (Mtn2 or pt1n) was not subjected to close scrutiny either
in [11] or [27, 28], even though one can read out of [11] a conjecture
that the width of that phase had to be of order n12. It was Bolloba s [68]
who discovered that a unique dominant component with high probability
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(whp) emerges when Mn2+n23(log n)12, effectively showing that the
width in question is much larger, of order n23. Since Bolloba s’ seminal
work the nearcritical phase of G(n, M) andor G(n, p) has been the subject
of many papers; see Kolchin [15], Stepanov [29], Britikov [9], Janson et al.
[14], 4uczak [17] and 4uczak et al. [19]. A common ingredient in all
these studies is the asymptotic enumeration of connected labeled graphs by
vertices and edges achieved by Wright in 1980, [33]. All these develop-
ments notwithstanding, not much is known about the distribution of Ln ,
the largest component size, at the nearcritical region, except that Ln is
likely to be of order n23 [19]. That Ln n23 does converge in distribution
follows, as a weak corollary, from a functional limit theorem proved by
Aldous [1]. Still, a more or less explicit characterization of the limiting dis-
tribution has remained an open problem. (4uczak and Pittel [18] deter-
mined, however, the limiting distribution, of Ln in a random graph model
with forbidden cycles.) In contrast, the unique giant component in the
supercritical stage had been studied and shown to be asymptotically
normal, Stepanov [28] (G(n, p)), Pittel [22] (G(n, p) and G(n, M)).
Our goal in this paper is to obtain an integral formula for the limiting
distribution of Ln and to derive much simpler asymptotics for its tails, and
also for the edge probability p and the edge number M being at the left and
right extremes of the nearcritical range.
To formulate our results, and for future references, first we need to state
Wright’s asymptotic formulas, and also Bolloba s estimates applicable in a
wider range of edge numbers.
For the integers k1, l&1, let C(k, k+l) denote the total number
of connected graphs on the vertex set [k] with (k+l) edges. It is well
known that C(k, k&1)=kk&2 (Cayley), and Re nyi [23] proved in 1959
that
C(k, k)=
1
2
:
k
j=3
(k) j kk& j&1t\?8+
12
kk&12,
(k) j :=k(k&1) } } } (k& j+1). Denote Cl(x)=k=1 (x
kk !) C(k, k+l), the
exponential generating function of [C(k, k+l)]k1 . Then, (see Moon
[20], Wright [32] respectively),
C&1(x) = T(x)&
1
2
T 2(x),
C0(x) =
1
2
log
1
1&T(x)
&
1
2
T(x)&
1
4
T 2(x);
T(x) := :

k=1
xk
k !
kk&1;
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here |x|<e&1. T(x), sometimes called the tree function, is the exponential
generating function of the rooted trees, and it satisfies the Po lya equation
T=xeT, ( |x|e&1). Here are the useful approximations to T(x) and
C&1(x) for |x| A e&1:
T(x)=1&(2(1&ex))12+
2
3
(1&ex)+O( |1&ex|32),
(1.2)
C&1(x)=
1
2
&(1&ex)+
232
3
(1&ex)32+O( |1&ex|2).
Bagaev [2] went an important step further, proving that
C1(x)=
T 4(x)(6&T(x))
24(1&T(x))3
.
and, as a consequence, that C(k, k+1)t(524) kk+1, k  . In a far
reaching extension, Wright [33] was able to prove, again using the
generating functions, that for 1l=o(k13),
C(k, k+l)=#lkk&12+3l2(1+O(l32k&12)). (1.3)
(Obviously, (1.3) holdswith error term O(k&12)for l=&1, 0 as well.)
In particular, #&1=1, #0=(?8)12, #1=524 and, for larger values of l, #l
are determined via a quadratic recurrence, and
#l t$ - 3? \ e12l+
l2
, l  . (1.4)
The constant $ was identified first as (2?)&1 by Bagaev and Dmitriev [3];
for various proofs see Vobly@$ [30], Bender et al. [5, 14, 19]. Bolloba s [8]
discovered that the leading term in the Wright’s estimate holds essentially
as an upper bound in a significantly wider range of l, namely
C(k, k+l){\
c
l+
l2
kk&12+3l2,
(ck)k+l,
1lk,
&1l\k2+&k.
(1.5)
The estimates (1.5) played a key role in Bolloba s’ analysis of the nearcriti-
cal stage. They proved to be indispensable in [19], and will be crucial in
this paper as well.
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Let Ln be size of the largest component of G(n, p), or G(n, M). The
nearcritical range of p and M is parametrized as follows:
M=
n
2
(1+*(n) n&13),
p=
1+*(n) n&13
n
, lim
n  
*(n)=* # (&, ).
(1.6)
Our main result is
Theorem. Let a # (0, ) be given. For both G(n, M) and G(n, p), with
M and p given by (1.6), and every v # R,
lim
n  
Pr[Lnan23] =
exp \&*
3
6
+:+
214(2?)12 |

&
exp(H(v+iw)) dw;
H(z) :=(;&*) z+I(z); (1.7)
I(z) :=|
a
0 _
1
- 2? \
ezy&1&zy
y52
+ g( y) ezy++e
zy&1
4y & dy;
here
g( y)= :
l1
#l y3l2&1,
:=&
2
3(2?a3)12
+
1
4
(log a+C), (1.8)
;=&
2
(2?a)12
,
and C is the Euler constant, i.e. C=limm   (mj=1 1j&log m).
Notes. (1) That v is arbitrary will enable us to get the explicit
asymptotics for a  0, and *  \ by choosing v so that the integration
line has the direction of steepest descent at v+i0.
(2) A reader familiar with Le vyKhinchin theorem (Durrett [10],
Section 2.8) will recognize exp(I(iw)&I(0)) as the characteristic function of
an infinitely divisible distribution. And our study will show that exp(I(iw)
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is absolutely integrable, so that the distribution in question has a con-
tinuous bounded density. In view of this and the inversion formula, the
theorem says then that, within a constant factor, limn   Pr[Lnan23] is
the value of that density at the point *&;. Switching to the corresponding
Laplace transform, one easily gets an upper bound for the distribution tail.
This approach might have produced a bound for the density itself, had it
not been necessary to prove that the derivative of the distribution tail is a
density bound, a difficult question in its own right. However problematic,
this angle did allow us though to predict the sharp estimate in the next
corollary.
Corollary 1. Suppose *  . Then
lim
n  
Pr[Lnan23]=exp \&*
3
6
&(1+o(1))
* log(* log *)
a + , (1.9)
with o(1)=O(log&1 *).
Note. For *  , an upper bound exp(&*36&c*) had been antici-
pated by Joel Spencer and David Wilson [24].
Consider the case of small a.
Corollary 2. Suppose a  0. Then, within a factor 1+O(a12),
lim
n  
Pr[Lnan23]
=(C?)14 (+e&+)12 } exp \&*
3
6
+ :
0
j=&3
_ j a j2+ ; (1.10)
here +r0.854033 is the root of
+&12e+=|
+
0
t&12et dt,
and _j=_j (*, +). In particular, for *=0, within the factor 1+O(a12),
lim
n  
Pr[Lnan23]
=(C?)14 (+e&+)12 } exp \& 2e
+
3(2?a3)12
+|
+
0
et&1
4t
dt+ .
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Finally
Proposition. (1) Suppose a>0 is fixed and *  &. Then
Pr[Ln>an23] = (1+o(1))
2g~ (a) exp \&a
3+3a2 |*|+3a*2
6 +
(a+|*| )2
;
(1.11)
g~ (a) :=
1
(2?)12
:
l &1
#l y3l2&1.
(2) Suppose * is fixed and a  . Then
lim
n  
Pr[Ln>an23]=(1+o(1))
exp _&a(a&2*)
2
8 &
(2?a3)12
. (1.12)
Note. The reason we do not call the statement a corollary is that its
proof is based on the earlier results from [19], not on the theorem. That
the theorem would hardly be useful for this case may be understood
intuitively. In this case limn   Pr[Lnan23] is so close to 1 that one has
to consider the complementary event [Ln>an23], thus giving up on the
theorem.
2. ENUMERATION IDENTITY
Our first step is to expresswfor the graph G(n, p)wthe distribution
function of Ln via the numbers C(k, k+l).
Lemma. Let m1. Denoting q=1& p,
Pr[Lnm]=n ! qn
22 \ pq32+
n
_[xn] exp \ :km
xk
k ! \ :l &1 \
p
q+
l
C(k, k+l)++ , (2.1)
where [xn]  j0 a jx j :=an .
Notes. (1) The identity (2.1) is definitely a variation on the rich theme
of the exponential formulas, so prominent in the partition problems (Wilf
[31], Stanley [26]).
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(2) Our asymptotic analysis of (2.1) is based on the Cauchy integral
formula
an =(2?i)&1 
C
k akx
k
xn+1
dx,
(2.2)
C=[x=\ei% : % # (&?, ?]], \<lim sup |ak |1k,
which is simply the inversion formula for the trigonometric series since we
use a circular contour.
Proof of Lemma. Let :=(:1 , ..., :n), with :1 , ..., :k being nonnegative
integers, such that :k=0 for k>m and k k:k=n. Introduce Pn(:), the
probability that G(n, p) has :k components of size k, (1km), and call
the event A: . Obviously
Pnm :=Pr[Lnm]=:
:
Pn(:).
Notice that on the event A: the vertex set [n] is partitioned into
:1+ } } } +:m disjoint subsets, with :k subsets of cardinality k, 1km, so
that there is no edge with the endpoints from two different subsets. The
total number of such pairs of vertices is given by
r=:
k \
:k
2 + k2+ :k1<k2 :k1 :k2 k1k2
=&
1
2
:
k
:kk2+
1
2 \:k :kk+
2
=&
1
2
:
k
:kk2+
n2
2
.
Using independence of the events ‘‘[u, v] is an edge’’, (1u{vn), we
have then
Pn(:)=
n !
>mk=1 (k !)
:k :k !
} ‘
m
k=1 \ :l &1 C(k, k+l) p
k+lq(2
k)&(k+l)+
:k
} qr
=n! qn22 ‘
m
k=1 \ :l &1
1
k !
C(k, k+l) \pq+
k+l
q(2
k)&k22+
:k
=n! qn22 \ pq32+
n
‘
m
k=1 \ :l&1
1
k !
C(k, k+l) \pq+
l
+
:k
; (2.3)
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for the last equality we have used again k :kk=n. Multiplying (2.3) by
_n ! qn22 \ pq32+
n
&
&1
xn=_n ! qn22 \ pq32+
n
&
&1
xk :k k,
and summing over all tuples : (with the restriction k :k k=n being
dropped), we obtain that
:
n
xn
n !
Pnm } _qn22 \ pq32+
n
&
&1
=exp \ :km
xk
k ! \ :l &1 C(k, k+l) \
p
q+
l
++ . (2.4)
The Lemma is proven. K
Note. The counterpart of (2.1)(2.2) for G(n, M) is
Pr[Lnm]=n ! \N2 +
&1
[xnyM]
_exp \ :km
xk
k ! \ :l &1 y
lC(k, k+l)++ , (2.5)
(N :=( n2)), and the proof of it is more standard. In this case one would
have to use the two-dimensional Fourier inversion formula to study the
asymptotics. Fortunately, this is unnecessary, and we will be able to simply
translate the corresponding estimate for Ln in G(n, p) via the close
asymptotic connection between two random graph models (4uczak [16]).
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Consider first the graph G(n, p), where
p=
1+*(n) n&13
n
lim
n  
*(n)=* # (&, ).
Since the rate of convergence is immaterial for us, we will simply assume
that *(n)#*. Given a # (0, ), set m=m(n)=[an23], so that mn23  a
as n  .
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Using the third degree Taylor approximation of log(1+x) around zero
with the remainder term O(x4) and Stirling’s formula for n !, we easily
obtain that in (2.1)
Nn :=n ! qn
22 \ pq32+
n
=(2?n)12 exp \&32 n+
*
2
n23&
*2
2
n13+
*3
3
+
5
4
+O(n&13)+ . (3.1)
For the remaining factor in (2.1) we use (2.2), choosing \=exp(&1&
|n&23), with a fixed |>0. That \ has to be close to e&1 from below is
more or less clear since e&1 is the radius of convergence of each Cl(x),
whose truncated versions appear in the exponent in (2.1). That |\&e&1| is
roughly of order m&1 will be crucially important for the asymptotic evalua-
tion of the contour integral.
Applying (2.2), we get
Pr[Lnm] = (2?)&1 Nn |
?
&?
exp(Hnm(\ei%)) d%;
Hnm(x) := :
l &1
\pq+
l
Clm(x)&n log x; (3.2)
Clm(x) := :
km
xk
k !
C(k, k+l).
Step 1. We begin with bounding the contribution to In , the integral in
(3.2), made by the % ’s with |%|%1 , %1 :=n&12+=, = # (0, 12). A key
element is a curious inequality
|C&1(x)|C&1( |x| ) exp \Rx&|x|3 + , |x|e&1. (3.3)
The proof of it mimicks the proof of an inequality
|T(x)|T( |x| ) exp \Rx&|x|2 + , |x|e&1, (3.4)
in Pittel [21]. (The inequalities (3.3), (3.4) reveal that, within the con-
vergence circle, the generating functions C&1(x), T(x) are not unlike ex for
which
|ex|=e |x| exp(Rx&|x| ).)
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By (3.3), rather crudely,
|C&1, m(\e i%)||C&1(\ei%)|+ :
k>m
\k
k !
kk&2
|C&1(\)| exp \\(cos %&1)3 ++O \ :k>m k
&52+
C&1(\)&c%2+O(n&1). (3.5)
(Here, and elsewhere, c (c1 , c$ etc.) denotes an absolute positive constant
whose actual value is not important.) So
\pq+
&1
|C&1, m(\ei%)|
q
p
C&1(\)&c1n%2+O(1). (3.6)
Furthermore
|C0m(\ei%)|C0m(\)=O \ :km
e&k
k !
kk&12+
=O \ :km k
&1+=O(log n). (3.7)
And for l1, using Bolloba s bounds (1.5), we have
|Clm(\ei%)|\cl+
l2
:
lkm
\k
k !
kk&12+3l2+ :
kmin[l, m]
\k
k !
(ck)k+l. (3.8)
The first sum in (3.8) is of order
\cl+
l2
:
km
k (3l2)&1\cl+
l2
m3l2. (3.9)
Then, as pq2n and m=an23, the sum of the bounds (3.9) weighted by
( pq)l is of order
:
l1 \
c1
l +
l2
ec2a3. (3.10)
The second sum in (3.8) is of order c2lml+12, and the ( pq)l-weighted sum
of these bounds is of order
:
l1
\2n+
l
c2lml+12=a12n13 :
l1
\2c
2a
n13 +
l
=O(a32). (3.11)
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It follows from (3.8), (3.10), and (3.11) that
:
l1
\pq+
l
|Clm(\ei%)|ec3a
3
. (3.12)
Collecting (3.6), (3.7), and (3.12), we obtain that
|
|%| %1
|exp(Hnm(\ei%))| d%=O _\&n exp \ qp C&1(\)&c1n2=+& . (3.13)
Later we will need a bound for the tail of the series in (3.12). Using (3.9)
and the bound c2lml+12 for the second sum in (3.8), we see that
|Clm(\ei%)|\cl+
l2
m3l2+c2lml+12, (3.14)
whence
:
llog n \
p
q+
l
|Clm(\ei%)|=O(n&K), (3.15)
for every K>0. (The log n-tail decays superpolynomially fast.) For a future
reference, let us stress now that the bound (3.14) holds for every integer m,
not just m of order n23.
Step 2. The range of the remaining % ’s (i.e. |%|n&12+=) is still too
large for a sharp analysis. Let us consider an intermediate range, |%| #
[%2 , %1], %2 :=n&23+=, so |%| is small but |%| n23n=. Using (1.2) with
x=e&1&|n&23+i%, we see that
C&1(e&1&|n
&23+i%)=
1
2
&\ |n23&i%++
232
3 \
|
n23
&i%+
32
+O \} |n23&i% }
2
+ , (3.16)
whence
RC&1(e&1&|n
&23+i%)
=
1
2
&
|
n23
&
2
3
|%|32 (1+O(n&=))+O(%2+n&43)
=C&1(\)&
2
3
|%|32 (1+O(n&=$))+O(n&43),
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with =$=min[=, (12&=)2]. Therefore, also using again (3.7) and (3.12),
|
|%| # [%2 , %1]
|exp(Hnm(\e i%))| d%
=O _\&n exp \ qp C&1(\)&c4 n3=2+& . (3.17)
Now, using (3.16) with %=0, we see that
&n log \+
q
p
C&1(\)=
3
2
n&
*
2
n23+
*2
2
n13+O(1),
that is the explicit terms here are those in the exponent on the right-hand
side of (3.1) multiplied by &1. Hence (3.13), (3.17) imply
Nn |
|%|%2
|exp(Hnm(\ei%))| d%=O(exp(&c4n3=2)). (3.18)
Step 3. Now we want to get sharp asymptotics for the ‘‘really small’
% ’s, |%|%2 , which would also show that the contribution of the inter-
mediate and large % ’s to Pr[Lnm] estimated in (3.18) can be rightfully
neglected. In the light of (3.14), it suffices to handle Clm(\ei%) with
llog n.
First, using
k !=(2?k)12 \ke+
k
(1+O(k&1)),
we express
q
p
C&1, m(\ei%)
=
q
p
C&1(\ei%)&
q
p
1
- 2?
:
k>m
e&|(kn23)+i%k
k52
+O(n&23)
=
q
p
C&1(\ei%)&
1
- 2? |

a
e&y(|&in23%)
y52
dy+O(n&13). (3.19)
(For the second equality, we used the EulerMaclaurin formula with the
first-order error term, in our case the sum of the corresponding function at
k=m and its total variation on [m, ), one of order n&53, another
&n&1%2 .) For C&1(\ei%) we will use (3.16).
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Likewise, using (1.3) with l=0 and the corresponding error term
O(k&12),
C0m(\ei%)=C0(\e i%)&
1
4 |

a
e&y(|&in23%)
y
dy+O(n&13). (3.20)
Furthermore, for 1llog n using (1.3) for kn13, and (3.14) for
m[n13], we easily obtain: within the additive error term O((cl)l2 nl2),
Clm(\ei%)=#l :
km
(\e i%)k
k !
kk&12+3l2(1+O(l32k&12))
=
#l
- 2?
:
km
k3l2&1e&|(kn23)+i%k+O(#l l32m3l2&12)
=
#lnl
- 2? |
a
0
y3l2&1e&y(|&in23%) dy+O(#ll32a3l2nl&13).
The last remainder term certainly dwarfs (cl)l2 nl2 for 1llog n. Since
for those l ’s
\pq+
l
=n&l(1+O(ln&13)),
we obtain then
:
1llog n \
p
q+
l
Clm(\ei%) = :
1llog n
#l
- 2? |
a
0
y3l2&1e&y(|&in23%) dy
+O \n&13 :
l1
#l cl+
(3.21)
=
1
- 2? |
a
0
g( y) e&y(|&in23%) dy+O(n&13);
g( y) := :

l=1
#l y3l2&1.
So, putting (3.19)(3.21) and (3.15) together, for the % ’s in question,
Hnm(\ei%)=
q
p
C&1(\ei%)&n log \&in%+C0(\ei%)
&|

a \
1
- 2? y52
+
1
4y+ e&y(|&in23%) dy
+
1
- 2? |
a
0
g( y) e&y(|&in23%) dy+O(n&13).
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Here, with the help of (3.16),
q
p
C&1(\e i%)&n log \&in%=
3n
2
&
*
2
n23+
*2
2
n13&
*3
2
&
1
2
+*(|&in23%)+
232
3
(|&in23%)32
+O(n%22), (3.22)
and, invoking (1.1), (1.2),
C0(\ei%)= 16 log n&
1
4 log(|&in
23%)& 34&
1
4 log 2+O(%
12
2 ). (3.23)
Combining (3.21)(3.23) with (3.1) enables us to conclude that, uniformly
for |%|n&23+=,
Nn exp(Hnm(\ei%)) =
e&*36 - 2?
214
} n23 exp(H(|&in23%)+O(n&(13&2=)));
H(w) := &
1
4
log w+*w+
232
3
w32 (3.24)
&|

a \
1
- 2? y52
+
1
4y+ e&yw dy
+
1
- 2? |
a
0
g( y) e&yw dy.
Needless to say, to make the estimate useful we assume that =<16.
Here, because of the term w32,
RH(|&iu) &c |u|32, |u|  .
So, substituting u=n23%, the contribution to Pr[Lnm] made by the
small % ’s is
e&*36
214 - 2? |

&
exp(H(|&iu)) du+O(n&(13&2=)).
Thus (see also (3.18))
lim
n  
Pr[Lnan23]=
e&*36
214 - 2? |

&
exp(H(|&iu)) du,
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for every fixed |>0. So, in particular, the integral does not depend on |.
And it is not difficult to prove that the limit | a 0 and integration are
interchangeable, i.e.
lim
n  
Pr[Lnan23] =
e&*36
214 - 2? |

&
exp(&*iu+G(u)) du;
G(u) :=
232
3
(&iu)32&
1
- 2? |

a
eiuy
y52
dy
(3.25)
&
1
4
log(&iu)&
1
4 |

a
e iuy
y
dy
+
1
- 2? |
a
0
eiuyg( y) dy;
see (3.21) for the definition of g( y).
Let us stop for a moment and observe that (u) :=exp( 2323 (&iu)
32)
happens to be the characteristic function of a (32)-stable distribution with
a continuous bounded density. (For a 32-stable X,
X #dist (X1+ } } } Xr)r23,
where X1 , ..., Xr are independent copies of X.) So, had it not been for the
extra terms in the formula for G, the integral in (3.25) would have been
equal (within a constant factor) to the (32)-stable density evaluated at *,
whence of exact order *&52 for *  ; see Ibragimov and Linnik [13].
However, as we will see, the actual behavior of the integral is quite
different, i.e. those additional terms matter very seriously here.
Step 4. To continue, let us derive an alternative formula for G. To this
end, we compute
|

a
eiuy
y52
dy=|

a
eiuy&1&iuy
y52
dy+|

a
1+iuy
y52
dy
=|

0
eiuy&1&iuy
y52
dy&|
a
0
eiuy&1&iuy
y52
dy
+
2
3
a&32+i2ua&12.
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Suppose u>0. Integrating the first integral by parts twice, and rotating the
integration contour ninety degrees counterclockwise, we see that the
integral equals
&
4
3
u2 |

0
eiuyy&12 dy=&
4
3
u32 |

0
eiyy&12 dy
=&
4
3
u32 |

0
ei(iv)(iv)&12 (i dv)
=&
4
3
u32ei?41(12)
=
4
3
(&iu)32 ?12.
(The rotation is justified since
|
[ y=Rei, : 0.?2]
|e iyy&12 dy|=O \R12 |
?2
0
e&R sin , d,+=O(R&12),
as R  .) Therefore
232
3
(&iu)32&
1
- 2? |

a
eiuy
y52
dy
=
1
- 2? |
a
0
eiuy&1&iuy
y52
dy&
1
- 2? \
2
3a32
+iu
2
a12+ .
Furthermore, using 0 y
&1 sin y dy= ?2 ,
&
1
4
log(&iu)&
1
4 |

a
eiuy
y
dy =
1
4 |
a
0
eiuy&1
y
dy+S(u);
S(u) := &
1
4
log u&
1
4 \|
ua
0
cos y&1
y
dy
+|

ua
cos y
y
dy+ .
Now
S$(u)=&
1
4u
&
1
4 \
cos ua&1
ua
&
cos ua
ua + } a=0,
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so that S(u)#const. Consequently
S(u)#S(a) := &
1
4 \|
a
0
cos y&1
y
dy+|

a
cos y
y
dy+ ,
and
S$(a)=&
1
4 \
cos a&1
a
&
cos a
a +=
1
4a
.
Hence S(a)= 14 (log a+C), and
C :=&|
1
0
cos y&1
y
dy&|

1
cos y
y
dy. (3.26)
The reader recalls now that in the introduction we already denoted by C
the Euler constant. There will be no confusion, however, since (3.26) just
happens to be an alternative formula for the Euler constant. This follows
directly from an identity in Bateman and Erde lyi [4] (Ch. 1, Section 1.7
(21)). Collecting the pieces, we see that, for u>0,
G(u) = :+iu;+|
a
0 _
1
- 2? \
eiuy&1&iuy
y52
+ g( y) eiuy++e
iuy&1
4y & dy;
: :=&
2
3 - 2?a3
+
1
4
(log a+C); (3.27)
; :=&
2
- 2?a
.
Since G(&iu)=G (iu), (3.27) holds for u>0 as well. Unlike (3.25), it is
obvious from (3.27) that G(u) is (infinitely) differentiable on (&, ).
Moreover, plugging a complex-valued u instead of u # R into the expres-
sion (3.27), we extend G to an entire function.
Finally,
Step 5. Let us prove that, given v # R, in (3.25) we can replace the
integration line [u: Iu=0] by [u: Iu=&v]. It suffices to show that
lim
W   |[u=&it\W : t # [0, v]] exp(&*iu+G(u)) du=0. (3.28)
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Consider the right vertical segment u=&it+W, for instance. We have
R |
a
0
eiu&1&iuy
y52
dy=|
a
0
e yv cos( yW)&1& yv
y52
dy
=|
a
0
(1+ yv)(cos( yW)&1)+O( y2)
y52
dy
|
a
0
cos( yW)&1
y52
dy+O(1)
=&W32 |
aW
0
1&cos t
t52
dt+O(1)
=&W32 |

0
1&cos t
t52
dt+O(1).
Likewise
R |
a
0
eiuy&1
y
dy=|
a
0
cos( yW)&1
y
dy+O(1)O(1),
and
R |
a
0
g( y) eiuy dy|
a
0
g( y) e yv dy=O(1).
Thus, see (3.27),
RG(u) &cW 32+O(1), W  ,
Hence the integral of eG(u) over that segment is O(e&cW 32), as W  .
Therefore (3.28) is proved.
So we replace the real line in (3.26) by the parallel line u=&iv+w,
w # (&, ). On this line
&*iu+G(u) = :+H(v+iw);
(3.29)
H(z) :=(;&*) z+|
a
0 _
1
- 2? \
ezy&1&zy
y52
+ g( y) ezy++e
zy&1
4y & dy,
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with :, ; defined in (3.27). (Our notation should not obscure the fact that
H depends on a.) And (3.25) becomes
lim
n  
Pr[Lnan23]=
exp \&*
3
6
+:+
214 - 2? |

&
exp(H(v+iw)) dw. (3.30)
So the theorem is proved for the graph G(n, p).
Turn to the graph G(n, M),
M=
n
2
(1+*(n) n&13), lim
n  
*(n)=* # (&, ).
We need to show that
lim
n  
Pr[Ln(G(n, M))an23]= lim
n  
Pr[Ln(G(n, p)an23)], (3.31)
where p=(1+*n&13)n. To do so, we use a general Theorem de to 4uczak
[16]. Its central condition is monotonicity of the graph property (event) in
question, and our event [L(G)an23] (L(G) being the largest component
size) is monotone (nonincreasing) as the set function of the graph G. The
next condition p(1& p) n2   holds obviously, with room to spare. Given
=>0, introduce
p\=
1+(*\=) n&13
n
.
The last condition in [16], namely
n( p\& p)
- p(1& p)
 \,
is also met, since the absolute value of the fraction is of exact order n16.
So, using 4uczak’s theorem, we conclude that
lim
n  
Pr[Ln(G(n, p+))an23]lim inf
n  
Pr[Ln(G(n, M))an23],
(3.32)
lim
n  
Pr[Ln(G(n, p&))an23]lim sup
n  
Pr[Ln(G(n, M))an23].
It remains to apply what we have proved already to both
Pr[Ln(G(n, p+))an23] and Pr[Ln(G(n, p&))an23] and to let =  0.
The proof of the theorem is now complete. K
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Note. Grouping of terms in the integrand for the integral representation
of H is a bit out of ‘‘complexity’’ order, since the first and third term are
due to tree components and unicyclic components, while the second term
account for ‘‘complex’’ components, those with two or more cycles. Occa-
sionally we will refer to the terms in the integrand as t-term, u-term, and
c-term respectively.
The formula (3.30) is ideally suited for asymptotics when |;&*| is large.
4. PROOFS OF COROLLARY 1 AND COROLLARY 2
Under the condition of either Corollary 1 (*  ) or Corollary 2
(a  0), we have &;+*  . Choose v>0 in (2.30).
Notice first that by the formula for H(z),
R(H(v+iw)&H(v)) &
1
- 2? |
a
0
evy(1&cos(wy))
y52
dy. (4.1)
Now, by Jensen inequality,
|
a
0
evy(1&cos(wy))
y52
dy  I(w) exp \v I1(w)I(w) + ;
I(w) :=|
a
0
1&cos(wy)
y52
dy; (4.2)
I1(w) :=|
a
0
y
1&cos(wy)
y52
dy.
Here, for w>0,
I(w)=w32 |
wa
0
1&cos t
t52
dt { # [w
32c1 , w32c2],
# [w2a12c1 , w2a12c2],
if aw1,
if aw1,
and
I1(w)=w12 |
wa
0
1&cos t
t32
dt{c1w
12,
c1w2a32,
if aw1,
if aw1,
for some absolute constants 0<c1<c2<. Therefore, there exists a small
enough c>0 such that, for all w,
|
a
0
evy(1&cos(wy))
y52
dy{ca
12w2ecav,
c |w|32 exp(cv |w| ),
if |aw|1,
if |ax|1.
(4.3)
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Putting together (4.1)(4.3) we get
|exp(H(v+iw))|
exp(H(v)) } {exp(&c1 a
12w2ecav),
exp(&c1 |w|32 exp(cv|w| )),
if |aw|1,
if |aw|1,
(4.4)
c1=c- 2?. (As our notation underscores, we are not after the best con-
stants in (4.4).) This bound will allow us to neglect the contributions to the
integral in (3.30) made by the w’s not too close to 0.
Let us choose v such that H$(v)=0, i.e.
;&*+|
a
0 _
1
- 2? \
evy&1
y32
+ yg( y) evy++e
vy
4 & dy=0. (4.5)
Notice that H$(v)   as v  , and
H$(0)=;&*+|
a
0 \
1
- 2?
yg( y)+
1
4+ dy<0,
if
*&;>|
a
0 \
1
- 2?
yg( y)+
1
4+ dy.
And this condition definitely holds if * is sufficiently large or a is suf-
ficiently small. (By (3.27), ;  & as a  0.) The root v* of (4.5) is
unique, and is the point of absolute minimum of H(v), since
H"(v)=|
a
0 _
1
- 2? \
evy
y12
+ y2g( y) evy++ye
vy
4 & dy>0.
We see that u=v+i0 is the saddle point of the integrand, and that the line
u=v+iw has the direction of steepest descent at the saddle point.
Consider *   first, that is continue proving Corollary 1. It is obvious
from (4.5) that v*=v(*)   as *  . To determine v(*) more
accurately, we notice that for v   the integral in (4.5) is asymptotic to
}1
eva
v
(1+O(v&1)), }1=
1
- 2?
(a&32+ag(a))+
1
4
.
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This observation easily implies that
v(*)=a&1 log(* log *)+O(1). (4.6)
In addition,
H(v) = (;&*) v+
eva
v
}(a)(1+O(v&1)), v  ;
}(a) :=
1
- 2?
(a&52+ g(a))+
1
4a
.
So, using (4.6),
H(v(*))=&(1+O(log&1 *)) a&1 * log(* log *). (4.7)
Analogously
H"(v(*))=
eav(*)
v(*)
}2(a)(1+O(log&1 *)),
(4.8)
}2(a)=
1
- 2?
(a&12+a2g(a))+
a
4
.
Let us show, in addition, that
sup
w
|H (3)(v(*)+iw)|=O(H (3)(v(*)))
=O(v&1(*) eav(*))=O(H (2)(*)). (4.9)
The first equality follows from
H (3)(v+iw)=|
a
0
e(v+iw) y _ 1- 2? ( y12+ y3g( y))+
y2
4 & dy,
and |e(v+iw) y|evy. And the second equality is proved similarly to (4.7),
(4.8).
The rest is an easy application of the saddle-point approximation to the
integral in (2.30). Pick $ # (0, 12), and break the integration into two
parts, over [&w(*), w(*)] and its complement |w|>w(*), where
w(*)=(eav(*))&12+$.
(To motivate this choice of the break point w(*), we note that w(*)  0,
but not too fast, so that H"(v(*)) w2(*)  . This will give rise to the
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Gaussian integral in the sharp estimate of the dominant contribution to the
integral in (2.30).) Then, using (4.3),
|
|w|w(*)
|exp(H(v(*)+iw)&H(v(*)))| dwJ1+J2 ,
where
J1 =|
|w| # [w(*), a&1]
exp(&c1a12w2ecav(*)) dw;
J2=|
|w| a&1
exp(&c1 |w| 32 exp(cv(*)|w| )) dw.
Here
J1 =O[exp(&c1 a12w2(*) ecav(*))]
=O[exp(&c1a12(eav(*))c+2$&1)], (4.10)
which is small if we choose $>(1&c)2, and that we do. (We may, and do,
assume that c<1 in the inequalities (4.3), (4.4).) For J2 , we break the
integration into two parts, |w| # [a&1, v12(*)] and |w| # [v12(*), ),
denoting the subintegrals by J21 and J22 respectively. Clearly
J21 =O(v12(*) exp(&c1a&32 exp(cv12(*)))),
J22=O(exp(&c1 v32(*)).
Therefore
J2=O(exp(&c1v32(*))). (4.11)
With the error terms out of the way, we combine (4.8), (4.9), and the fact
that w(*)  0, to show in routine way that
|
|w| w(*)
exp(H(v(*)+iw)&H(v(*))) dw
=(1+o(1))  2?H"(v(*)) . (4.12)
According to (4.7), the asymptotic expression in (4.12) is exp(&(a+o(1))
v(*)2), and this far exceeds the upper bounds (4.10), (4.11).
Thus, for *  ,
|

&
exp(H(v(*)+iw)) dw=(1+o(1)) exp(H(v(*)))  2?H"(v(*)) .
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And (2.30) becomes
lim
n  
Pr[Lnan23]
=(1+o(1))
exp \&*
3
6
+:+H(v(*))+
214 - H"(v(*))
, *  . (4.13)
Using (4.7) and (4.8), we can replace (4.13) by a simple, albeit less sharp,
asymptotic formula
lim
n  
Pr[Lnan23]
=exp \&*
3
6
&(1+O(log&1 *))
* log(* log *)
a + . (4.14)
This completes the proof of Corollary 1. K
To finish the proof of Corollary 2, let now * be fixed but a  0. Accord-
ing to (3.29) and (3.27), the linear term in H(z) is (;&*) z, where
;=&2(2?a)12. So, for a>0 small enough, there exists the saddle point
v*=v(a)+i0, v(a)   as a  0, which is the root of (4.5). Since the com-
putations run parallel to those for large *, we will outline the steps
stressing mainly the new issues.
For v=v(a)   as a  0, the dominant t-term in H$(v) is
1
- 2? |
a
0
evy&1
y32
dy=
1
- 2?
v12 |
av
0
et&1
t32
dt.
So v(a), the root of H$(v)=0, has to be asymptotic to +a, where + satisfies
the equation
2
- +
=|
+
0
et&1
t32
dt, (4.15)
or, integrating by parts,
+&12e+=|
+
0
t&12et dt; (4.16)
numerically +=0.854033.... a more careful study shows that av(a) can be
expanded in nonnegative powers of a12, so that
v(a)=
+
a
+ :
j &1
&ja j2.
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And, following the pattern of +, the coefficient &j is determined recursively
by equating to zero the coefficient of a( j+1)2 in the expansion of H$(v)
around v=v(a). Now the sum of the u-term and c-term in H$(v) is easily
seen to be of order O(v&1(a)), that is O(a12). Therefore, + and &&1 are also
the leading coefficients in the analogous expansion of v~ =v~ (a), the root of
a much simpler equation
h$(v)=0; h(v) :=(;&*) v+
1
- 2? |
a
0
evy&1&vy
y52
dy=0, (4.17)
that involves the t-term only. Equivalently, using the formula for ;,
2+*(2?a)12=R(av), R(!) :=!12 |
!
0
et&1
t32
dt.
Denoting the inverse function R&1 by S, we obtain
av~ (a)= :
j0
S ( j)(2)
j !
[*(2?a)12] j.
In particular, +=S(2) which is the same as (4.15), and
&&1 =*(2?)12 S$(2)=*(2?)12
1
R$(+)
=*(2?)12 +e&+. (4.18)
Let us evaluate H(v(a)) and H"(v(a)). First of all, the leading term of
H"(v(a)) is
1
- 2? |
a
0
y&12ev(a) y dy=
1
- 2?v |
av(a)
0
t&12et dt
=(1+o(1))
a12
- 2?+ |
+
0
t&12et dt
=(1+o(1))
e+
+ - 2?
a12, (4.19)
see (4.16). In particular, H"(v(a))=O(a12), and then supw |H"(v(a)+
iw)|=O(a12) as well, since |H"(v+iw)|H"(v). Consequently, using
|v(a)&v~ (a)|=O(1) and H"(v~ (a))tH"(v(a)), we obtain
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H(v(a))=H(v~ (a))+H$(v~ (a))(v(a)&v~ (a))+O(a12(v~ (a)&v(a))2)
=H(v~ (a))+h$(v~ (a))(v(a)&v~ (a))+O(a12)
=H(v~ (a))+O(a12); (4.20)
recall that h$(v~ (a))=0. Furthermore, introduce
I({)=
1
(2?)12 |
{
0
et&1&t
t52
dt.
In particular, integrating I(+) by parts and using (4.15), we obtain
I(+)=&
2
3(2?)12
}
e+&1&3+
+32
. (4.21)
Then, writing & instead of &&1 ,
H(v~ (a))=(;&*) \+a+
&
a12++\
+
a
+
&
a12+
32
} I(++&a12)
+|
+
0
et&1
4t
dt+O(a12). (4.22)
Here, within the additive term O(a12), the second term is
\+a+
32
} _ :
3
j=0 \
32
j +\
&a12
+ +
j
& } _ :
3
k=0
I (k)(+)
k !
(&a12)k&
= :
3
r=0
a(r&3)2&r :
j+k=r \
32
j +
1
k !
+32& jI (k)(+)+O(a12). (4.23)
In what follows we will denote the coefficient of a(r&3)2&r in the last sum
by sr&3 . Combining (4.21)(4.23), we get
H(v~ (a))= :
0
j=&3
_ ja j2+O(a12);
_&3=&
2+
(2?)12
+s&3 ;
_&2=&*+&
2&
(2?)12
+s&2&; (4.24)
_&1=&*&+s&1&2;
_0=s0 &3+|
+
0
et&1
4t
dt.
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Here, by the definition of sr&3 , (4.23), and (4.21),
_&3 =&
2+
(2?)12
++32I(+)=&
2
(2?)12
(e+&1), (4.25)
_&2=&*+&
2&
(2?)12
+s&2&
=&*+&
2&
(2?)12
+& \+32I$(+)+\321 + +12I(+)+
=&*+&
2&
(2?)12
+
2&
(2?)12
=&*+, (4.26)
and, after similar, but progressively more tedious, algebra
_&1 =
*2(2?)12
2e2+
(e+(1&+)&1&3+);
_&0=
*3(2?)
24+3e3+
[e+(18+4&35+3+4+2&20++35) (4.27)
+(+3&1)(35+15+)]+|
+
0
et&1
4t
dt.
Numerically,
_&2 = &0.854032*, _&1=&0.731148*2,
_&0=0.071283*3+0.269345.
With these evaluations complete, we proceed like in the case *  , using
(4.14), choosing the break point w(a)=a&14&$ so that H"(v(a)) w2(a) 
 and selecting $<34 to ensure that
sup
|w|w(a)
|wH (3)(v(a)+iw)|
H"(v(a))
 0,
as a  0. As a result, we obtain that, for a  0,
lim
n  
Pr[Lnan23]=(1+O(a12))
exp \&*
3
6
+:+H(v(a))+
214 - H"(v(a))
.
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Using (4.19), (4.24), and (3.27), we transform the last equation into
lim
n  
Pr[Lnan23]
=(1+O(a12))(C?)14 (+e&+)12
} exp \&*
3
6
&
2e+
3(2?)12
a&32+ :
0
j=&2
_ ja j2+ , (4.28)
and numerically the right-hand function is
0.699694_exp \&*
3
6
&a&320.624770&*a&10.854032
&*2a&120.731148+*30.071283+0.269345+ .
The expression (4.28) becomes particularly simple at *=0, namely
lim
n  
Pr[Lnan23]=(1+O(a12))(C?)14 (+e&+)12
} exp \& 2e
+
3(2?)12
a&32+|
+
0
et&1
4t
dt+ .
Corollary 2 is proven. K
5. PROOF OF PROPOSITION
It remains to consider a  . It turns out that this time the saddle-point
issues become very unwieldy, if not intractable. Fortunately there is an
alternative (moment-based) approach which works just fine.
Given a>0, let Xn denote the total number of components with size
exceeding m=[an23]. From Theorem 2 in [19], and its proof, it follows
that
lim
n  
EXn = |

a
g~ ( y) e&F( y) dy;
g~ ( y) :=
1
(2?)12
:
l &1
#l y3l2&1; (5.1)
F( y) :=( y3&3y2*+3y*2)6.
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The proof of that theorem was based on the estimates for EXn(k, l),
Xn(k, l) being the number of components with k vertices and k+l edges,
Lemma 2.1. Following the same route, one can show that
lim
n  
E[(Xn)2]=||
y1, y2a
‘
2
j=1
g~ ( yj) e&F( yj)
_exp(*y1 y2&( y21 y2+ y1 y
2
2)2) dy1 dy2 . (5.2)
Denote the integrals in (5.1) and (5.2) by I1 and I2 respectively. Using the
Bonferroni inequalities
EXn&E[(Xn)2]Pr[Xn>0]EXn ,
and letting n  , we get
I1&I2 lim
n  
Pr[Ln>an23]I1 . (5.3)
Observe that for *a2 the last factor of the integrand in I2 is at most 1
for y1 , y2a. So, for those a and *, I2(I1)2. It remains to estimate I1
sharply for (1) *  & and (2) a  .
(1) Let *  &. Expanding F( y) around y=a, we have
F( y) :=F(a)+
(a&*)2
2
( y&a)+
a&*
2
( y&a)2+
1
6
( y&a)3
F(a)+
(a&*)2
2
( y&a).
Therefore
|

a
g~ ( y) e&F( y) dye&F(a) |

a
g~ ( y) exp _&(a&*)
2
2
( y&a)& dy
=(1+o(1)) g~ (a) e&F(a) }
1
(a&*)2
2
.
Further, for y&a(a&*)&1,
F( y)=F(a)+
(a&*)2
2
( y&a)+O((a&*)&1),
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so that the integral is bounded below by
exp[&F(a)+O((a&*)&1)] |
a+(a&*)&1
a
g~ ( y) _&(a&*)
2
2
( y&a)& dy
=(1+o(1)) g~ (a) e&F(a) }
1
(a&*)2
2
.
Therefore
I1=(1+o(1))
2g~ (a) e&F(a)
(a&*)2
,
and the part (1) of the proposition follows from (5.3).
(2) Suppose a  , and * is fixed. We go back to [19] and find
there the formula (2.47) which states, in effect, that
g~ ( y)=(1+o(1))
1
(8?)12
y12 exp( y324), y  . (5.4)
The proof of (5.4) was based on the Wright’s formula (1.4), with $=
(2?)&1. The error term o(1) is actually O( y&1).
Denoting
F( y)=( y3&3y2*+3y*2)6& y324,
we have then: within the factor 1+O(a&1) as a  ,
I1 =
1
(8?)12 |

a
y12 exp(&F( y)) dy
=
1
(8?)12 _&
y12 exp(&F( y))
F$( y) }
y=
y=a
&|

a
exp(&F( y)) \ y
12
F$( y)+
$
dy&
=
1
(8?)12
a12 exp _&a(a&2*)
2
8 &
(a&*)2
2
&
a2
8
+O(a&3I1).
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Therefore
I1=(1+O(a&1))
exp _&a(a&2*)
2
8 &
(2?a3)12
.
Combining this estimate with (5.3) yields the part (2) of the proposition.
K
Notes. (1) The functions g, g~ , so prominent in our statements and
proofs, certainly warrant a closer study. For instance, in [19] it was
proven that the related function
g ( y) :=g~ ( y)&
1
(2?y5)12
is a solution of the linear integral equation
|

0
yg ( y) e&F( y) dy=*+
1
(2?)12 |

0
y&32(1&e&F( y)) dy.
The equation is a limiting expression of the fact that, whatever the com-
ponents of the critical graph are, their total size equals n. In [19], taking
the limit *   in this equation led to a new proof of $=(2?)12, see (1.4).
(2) Recently Spencer [25] was able to establish a remarkable
identity
E \Mkl +=
C(k, k+l&1)
kk&2
. (5.5)
Here Mk is the overall length of queues in the breadth-first search of a
random rooted tree of size k. Moreover, in distribution,
Mk= :
k&1
m=1
Tm , Tm= :
m
j=1
(Yj&1), (5.6)
Yj being independent Poissons with parameter 1, conditioned on the event
[T1>0, ..., Tk&1>0; Tk=&1].
Curiously, from a formula on p. 94 in [26] it follows directly that
E \Ikl +=
C(k, k+l&1)
kk&2
,
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as well. Here Ik is the number of inversions in the random tree on [k]
rooted at 1. That is, Mk and Ik are equidistributed, and (5.6) holds for Ik
too.
Furthermore, it is observed in [25] that (1) according to Wright’s
formula (1.3), the identity (5.5) yields
#l&1= lim
k  
E(Mk k32)l
k !
,
and (2) according to (5.6), Mk k32 converges, in distribution, to M, the
[0, 1]-integral of the Brownian excursion. (The Brownian excursion is the
standard Brownian motion B(t), t # [0, 1], conditioned on the event
[B(t)0, t # [0, 1]; B(1)=0]). Using these facts, we see that
g~ ( y)=
1
(2?y5)12
:

j=0
y3 j2
E(M j)
j !
=
1
(2?y5)15
E(e y32M).
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